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Summary/
This research abstracts in four chapters as the following:

Chapter I
This chapter deals with the history of textiles velvet and curtains through Eras and studies the classification of embroidery metal threads and it's manufacturing technique and the variety shapes of them, deals with the important decorative patterns, the applied methods and the stitches for embroidery curtains.

Chapter II
This chapter deals with the effect of variety deterioration factors, physical chemical deterioration, biological deterioration aerosols, dust and alkali and acid gaseous pollutants and the effect of manmade deterioration, theft and fire hazards on embroidery curtains with metal threads and the most important precautions to avoid them.

Chapter III
This chapter deals with two experimental studies the first on the uses of laser and it's applications in the treatment cleaning field of metal threads and we applied in two laser types (U.V laser 266 nm wave length and I.R laser 1064 nm wave length) and the second studies in old dyeing techniques and their applied with same natural plant dyes by different methods to gain various shades of red, yellow and blue colors.

Chapter IV
This chapter deals with application studies in Documentation, registrations, Treatment, conservation and storage of Mehrab cover or entrance veil or curtain from Turkish velvet embroidered with metal copper threads records in No. 708 from EL Gezera Museum in Cairo opera house.
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